Burntisland – painting the stone buildings

Lindsay has asked me if I could cover what we were doing over the Weekend with one or two illustrations and some
information about the colours and techniques used. Above you can see the rear of the Blacksmiths building before
painting and on the right the smoke stained and dirty side of the building after the weekend. Before anyone
comments on the angle of the smoke stack at the end of the row – there was a problem with the smoke stacks and
their inability to stay upright if the photographic evidence is anything to go by.

The first thing that we started
with was the painting of the
stone areas with Humbrol 84.
This colour is sold as mid
stone and gives a basic honey
coloured stone. This should be
painted straight from the tin
as it will behave as a sealer for
the plaster and give a mid
tone to work to when adding
other paint. If anything goes
drastically wrong this is the
colour we can always come
back to and repaint.
The second coating of paint is
there to give a subtle mix of
the sorts of colours often
found in stone when new and
clean. They can be mixed with
84 as well as intermix The
ones chosen were all slightly
lighter or darker than 84.

In this photograph the colours have been partly
mixed together and brushed on to 84 once dry.
The colour numbers were 83 a lighter shade of
stone, 121 a light sandy colour, 129 a pale but
warm grey, 93 a richer sand colour. These colours
are blended randomly on the surface without
any added thinners. 28 a light grey which has
been used with 147 for the cement, has been
put on using two bow pens, one with thinners
and one with thinned down paint. The surface is
kept level and the thinners put into the mortar
grooves and the paint touched in.
This is the lighter side of the blacksmiths shop
which faces south and has cleaner salt air. One of
the darker colours recommended 29 or 98
wood, have been dry brushed along the base,
under eves and here and there on the stone
surface to suggest weathering and in the
window reveals.

This view shows the west end of the smiths
Workshop. It is assumed that on occasions
an east wind would blow and this end of
the workshop would tend to get a bit more
smoke discolouration due to the chimneys
and the large chimney in particular causing
the air to get trapped against this end of
the building. Some Revell dark olive green
has been added to the paint along the base
and up the side here and there as well as
the door as there would be some green
growth on the stones, this tends to
overcome any sense of the stone in the
main part of the body looking a little green.
Note the sense of rainwater running down
the walls and discolouration coming from
the supports for the internal crane.
Remember dirt washes off windows,

Towards the end of Sunday I was ploughing along
trying to get the second side really dirty to try to
get another sense of how stone can be worked if it
is old dirty and weary. The chimney stacks were
not painted in such down tones at this time. I was
using matt black 33 along with 67 steel grey and
putting a top coat of dark grey pastel Faber 235
shaved on and spread at the point where the paint
was almost dry. As you can see it looks filthy,
however I knew when doing it that it would
appear too much for the tiles which had only a
grey mixed up just slightly darker than the tiles
and painted on randomly to give a subtle effect.
However the plan was to work on it the following
day once properly dry. The buildings that
surrounded St. Margret's Shed were all as black!

Once dry the following morning I took out my
large fibreglass brush and started to rub down
the back of the building taking off the heaviest
deposits as seen here on the left hand side I also
filled some small holes at the base of the
chimneys. The leading around the chimneys and
along the bottom of the skylight windows was
painted using a bow pen and 147 a pale blueish
grey. The chimneys were eventually painted
using the darker shades already mentioned, the
insides were painted 33 matt black. All the paints
of course matt.
It is a bit obvious that the down pipes and rone
pipes have been left off the building until I
manage to get it painted. Areas around down
pipes often were darker as they were shielded
from the wind and gathered dirt.

This photograph gives some indication of what
the dark weathered north side now looks like,
chimneys painted using quite a bit of 67 thinned
as a wash over the 84/mix. The stone has that
dark textured look and below the chimneys
where the heat would always dry the wet and
sooty atmosphere and bond it to the stone
making it darker than elsewhere. Individual
stones get picked out and repainted here and
there if the paint has been scrapped off entirely.

Here we can see the contrast of the two sides the Sunday side and the more disreputable dirty side. Later on when the
harbour was rebuilt the works was altered to have a second set of smith’s work areas on the other side and tracks to the
new dock facilities were put in on the cleaner side which then became just as dark as the other. The tall chimney by the
way was turned on a wood lathe and covered with paper chads (took 3 days) and then plasticard stays and lightening
conductor (still to be painted) glued on. The stays need a coating of steel 67 to be correct. The red brick was no 70 and
again dark grey dust added when nearly dry, to get that grubby smoky look.

It was a particular pleasure to see all the buildings coming together on
the layout and be aware that the colours were working nicely together.
It is planned that we get together for another painting session soon and
as homework everyone should concentrate on getting roofs, slates,
windows and other details fitted.
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